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LIVE TO TELL In a recent show I slipped in the line have the gods returned? This show 

will throw up the possibilities of actors playing roles in global situations, that may or may 

not raise your eyebrows and stroke your chins. This is an observe not absorb show, it will 

bring up emotions and triggers, will have the capacity to generate rage and anger, and it 

will disturb those of a religious persuasion. Some don't like my stance on religion, and 

that is ok, but I don't rail back at you for following it, and so I expect the same 

consideration in return. I present evidence, all are free to believe it or not, it is a free will 

choice to do so. But I ask all to research themselves into these topics and narratives 

revealed, and then come to your own conclusions. With a clear and open mind, free from 

Milgram experimentation, which is to agree and or bow to authority, and their words or 

messages, you may well come to the same conclusion as I have since I was 7-8 years of 

age, that organized religion, does not work for we the people. It is a program of 

submission and externalizing everything that is inside of you. It riddles you with guilt, 

fear and shame, and I fail to see how that is beneficial to we the people. The EBE 

revealed the same conclusion in the Majestic Level document, we read in the show The 

Events that changed the world, he described religion as an illusion game. The world of 

god or gods is a hot a contentious subject for many and provokes thoughts, fear, anger, 

rage and wars, all of which is the antithesis of what it is supposed to be about. It has also 

provoked mass killing of humans and other beings, all in the name of god. But, too few 

ask which one? The books and scriptures only make matters worse, as double speak, 

double names, double meanings all reminiscent of today's modern media, Media was 

another god and not a coincidence they chose that name. God become the LORD, spelt 

all in capitals, which means the LORD is dead, so how can the LORD pass judgment if 

he is dead? So then they come up with fear based conspiracy stories, like weighing our 

hearts against a feather, linked with another of the gods, Thoth, who incase you didn't 

notice, was not human. Thoth is part Avian, from the Pleiadian Nibiriuans. Or another 

classic the pearly gates narrative, with other self imposed titles like Saints, who act like a 

night club bouncers and lets people into heaven or not, if he doesn't like the looks of you, 

you end up on the streets of hell. God is great they proclaim, yet he smiteth the people 

with plagues, pestilence, wars, famines and fiery serpents are just a few examples of gods 

greatness, some may say he is great GREAT, I would say he grates GRATES. More 

heinous examples will follow. 

 

So, what is a god? a god is any individual who climbs the 7 planes of development 

initially on an Earth based plane. Physical, etheric, astral (which is divided into heaven 

and hell, both are traps) then the 4 mental planes, complete that and you become a god, a 

god not THE god. The god is Source, who is not the creator of gods, you are, along with 

every other living being. Source is the source of creation, but it is us who create the gods, 

with our own personal development, which is done on an individual competitive basis, 
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and not based in comparison or at the expense of others. To be a god, you will need 

ultimate in personal responsibility, balance a must also, as there is no end of paths the 

dark will take you down with their seductive, unbalanced and ego based traps, that so 

many fall for as it is the easy path to take. The ultimate goal of the soul spirit partnership 

is to gain enough wisdom, balance, understanding on a soul development level to then 

become so advanced, as to be considered as a Source for your own Universe. That is the 

ultimate goal of all soul and spirit packages. You can not achieve that status in low 

vibrational thinking patterns, riddled with insecurities, self doubts, low self worth and an 

inability to learn and change, that mindset will keep you within the astral traps on 

planetary level of learning, which is the lowest of the levels. 

 

One of the things the fake gods always demanded from the people of Earth is ritual 

sacrifice, some may feel these are isolated incidents and occurrences, you would be 

wrong to think so. Ritual abuse and ritual killings are real, and it takes place on a mass 

scale. The odd singular sacrifice is punctuated with mass sacrifice, all posed on certain 

days, dates and based around moon cycles, the classic being September the 11th. Many 

will ponder on September 11th 2001, the ritual sacrifice of that day, but there has been 

other sacrifices done on that day over varying years. 911 is the emergency code, but is it 

emergency, emerge and see or is it M urgency? Some listening to this may feel that play 

on words is far fetched, it's not, they use word magic far more than people realize, they 

use number magic also with Gematria, which is another of Hebrew Annunaki connection 

in origin. Gematria was used heavily by the Q group, perhaps we may find out why later. 

Who are the sacrificed? could be anyone really, but some sacrifice victims are born and 

raised for the sole purpose of the human sacrifice ritual, within the el-ite and bloodline 

family circles. In multi-generational Voodoo families, for example, the oldest girl is often 

ritually abused and then sacrificed. The oldest daughter is also sacrificed in multi-

generational Satanism. Herod had the aptly named but unpleasant nature of the Feast of 

the Holy Innocents, whereby he orders the execution and sacrifice of all male children 

two years old and under in the vicinity of Bethlehem. This is, still to this day a celebrated 

event amongst the Jewish community, on December the 28th, does anyone question as to 

why that is celebrated? The victims born and raised for sacrifice, are subjected to 

programming, surveillance and various types of abuses during their upbringing and 

young adulthood, which results in them being socially isolated and emotionally scarred -- 

in preparation for the day they are caged or programmed via trigger words to return home 

to be sacrificed. We covered some of that programming and abuse in the Svali shows, 

called Illuminati 1 & 2, ugly and brutal stuff done to the elites children. Those shows 

tipped the scales in terms of revulsion of the practices that has gone on in secret here, the 

bonus is we are now finding it out and revealing it. Some may feel it is best not to hear, 

but the revealings to a degree makes their goals of covering it up much harder, once the 

Pandora box is open, it never recloses in the same way. Some feel, things are getting 

worse and long for the better old days, newsflash, there was no better olden days, it was 
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and is, an illusion of epic proportions. The only difference now is, you are hearing what 

has gone on for centuries, not decades, and the full scale of horror instigated on this 

planet, largely implemented by non native people or beings. What the Illuminati shows 

revealed was, a complete change of thought processes and thinking patterns by the 

members and listeners. No longer could we go on the illusion that all the worlds ills was 

done against the 99%, no, it was done against the 100%, which begs the question, if it 

was done against the all, who is doing it? If 100% are being abused, manipulated, raped, 

ritualized and pillaged on the planet, is it safe to assume from that fact, that it is being 

done by off planet beings? or the so called "gods"? 

 

In the From Russia with Love series we highlighted the practices of the Kali Ma, done by 

all the tribal peoples in what was taught and learned behavior, implemented by the gods. 

Ritual sacrifices of men, women and in many cases children, all done to appease the 

gods. I mentioned earlier about certain dates being involved, and here is a comprehensive 

list of those so called festivals. Festival derives from the word feast, more modern day in 

open festivals it is to celebrate the feast of basic foods, but in hidden castles, dungeons 

and away from prying eyes, those celebrations and festivals take on a whole new and 

heinous meaning. In some cases the sacrifice becomes the feast, and yes that is real. All 

of these ceremonies are about invoking or calling in the gods. Here is the examples of 

these festivals and also the awful acts that takes place with these ceremonies. I will warn 

you now, this next phase will be unpleasant on the ears and the psyche, observe not 

absorb please, and retain your 45/55 balance. HOLD YOUR BREATH 

 

These are a list of dates and the subsequent rituals involved for those very dates, which 

are so special to the criminal and psychotic el-ites, all to pay homage to these fake gods. 

Jan 1st known as Druid feast day, the age of those involved in the rituals 15-33, 33 means 

it's Masonic in nature as all these festivals our. In some circles the Druids, Celts, Wiccan 

and Pagans are revered, and yet all took part in ritual sacrifice ceremonies. All were 

corrupted and part of the dark magicians games. 

 

Jan. 7 ~ St. Winebald Day (Blood Rituals) Animal and/or human sacrifice and 

dismemberment. There is also discussion that St. Winebald day is also held in December. 

Participants are Males only. 

 

Jan. 17 ~ Satanic Revels (Sexual Ritual) Oral, anal, and vaginal. Age 7-17 females 

 

Jan. 20-27th ~ Grand Climax (thru Feb. 2) (Sexual & Blood Rituals) Abduction, 

ceremonial preparation & holding of sacrificial victim for Candlemas festival. Oral, anal, 

and vaginal, and human sacrifice. Female or child any age. The word abduction is more 

familiarized with ET's now, which maybe the case, but more likely involves the snatching 
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of random victims off of the streets, but other evidence points to abductions out of 

prisons, hospitals, mental health facilities or psychiatric wards.  

 

Jan 29th St. Agnes Eve Casting of spells, this is why we need to focus on word magic, 

the organization and repeating of the letters of a word is called spelling for a reason. 

 

Five days after the Grand Climax festival and the preparation of the sacrificial victim 

comes Feb. 2 ~ Candlemas (Sabbat Festival, Satanic Revels) (Sexual & Blood Rituals) 

Oral, anal, and vaginal, human and/or animal sacrifice Female aged 7-17 This is 

commemorating they say, the occasion when the Virgin Mary, in obedience to Jewish 

law, went to the Temple in Jerusalem both to be purified 40 days after the birth of her 

son, Jesus, and to present him to God as her firstborn (Luke 2:22–38). The festival was 

formerly known in the Roman Catholic Church as, the Purification of the Blessed Virgin 

Mary, and is now known as the Presentation of the Lord. The God is not in physical form 

and never was, so the common sense question is, why did Mary have to go to a Temple to 

present her child to god? Further common sense questions arising from this is, who made 

Mary obedient to Jewish law? What puts Jewish law above everything else? Is this stating 

the Virgin Mary and the alleged son of god are subservient to Jewish Law? Why is law 

defined by a race of people? Why did the church change the ceremony from Virgin Mary 

to the Lord? Could it be the church discounted all women, as revealed by father, son and 

holy ghost? Why would they do that? Why does the Lord Anu the non human reptile king 

replace Mary as the ceremony blessing? And the forgotten point of all that is, neither 

Mary or the entity known as Jesus, were actually Jews. Originally this festival or ritual 

was on February 14th which is 52 days until Justinian the I, changed it to the 40 days and 

February 2nd. What is it about these 40 days? Moses and Jesus were instructed to fast for 

40 days without food and water, which is an impossibility, as it is 8-21 days without both 

before you die. But, then again we have found out that Moses, which is a title, was not 

from this planet either, the age to which he lived tells you that. God sent rain for 40 days 

and nights, God sent the Israelites into the desert for 40 years, Moses was with god for 40 

days for the 10 commandments, Jesus spent 40 days in the wilderness and then 40 days 

with the Apostles. The question is why? what is the significance of 40? could it be it 

takes 40 days to remove a program or habit? According to the Torah and Rabbinic law 

lashes may be given for offenses that do not merit capital punishment, and may not 

exceed 40. Candlemass Sabbat as it is called, a Sabbat is a pagan and wiccan festival in 

homage to the devil, Sabbat became known as the Sabbath. It also corresponds to the 

Celtic pagan Imbolc, known in Scottish or Irish circles as neopaganism and called St. 

Brigid's day. Associated with Hebrew witches and sorcerers, linked with the Jewish 

Shabbot festivities also. 

 

Feb. 14 ~ Valentine's Day (human sacrifice) Like Christmas, Easter, Halloween, New 

Year’s and other holidays of this world, St. Valentine’s Day is another attempt to 
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“whitewash”, perverted customs and observances of pagan gods and idols by 

“Christianizing” them. As innocent and harmless as St. Valentine’s Day may appear, its 

traditions and customs originate from two of the most sexually perverted pagan festivals 

of ancient history: Lupercalia and the feast day of Juno Februata. Celebrated on February 

15, Lupercalia (known as the “festival of sexual license”) was held by the ancient 

Romans in honor of Lupercus, god of fertility and husbandry, protector of herds and 

crops, and a mighty hunter—especially of wolves. The Romans believed that Lupercus 

would protect Rome from roving bands of wolves, which devoured livestock and people. 

Those wolves at the time where likely to be spirit beings and not actually wolves as we 

know it. Known in myth circles as werewolves, except it is not a myth, they existed, and 

there are some family lines of werewolves in existence today. It was likely those beings 

who were destroying Rome and it's Hebrew Annunaki counterparts, until they fell like all 

the other so called myth beings, like the fae, goblins, gargoyles and many more. Assisted 

by Vestal Virgins, the Luperci (male priests) conducted purification rites by sacrificing 

goats and a dog in the Lupercal cave on Palatine Hill, where the Romans believed the 

twins Romulus and Remus had been sheltered and nursed by a she-wolf before they 

eventually founded Rome. Clothed in loincloths made from sacrificed goats and smeared 

in their blood, the Luperci would run about Rome, striking women with februa, thongs 

made from skins of the sacrificed goats. The Luperci believed that the floggings purified 

women, and guaranteed their fertility and ease of childbirth. Like the religious practice of 

flagellation, it is a guilt and torture event. The Flagellation, in a Christian context, refers 

to an episode in the Passion of Christ prior to Jesus' crucifixion. The practice of 

mortification of the flesh for religious purposes has been utilised by members of various 

Christian denominations since the time of the Great Schism in 1054. In the 13th century, 

a group of Roman Catholics, known as the Flagellants, took self-mortification to 

extremes. These people would travel to towns and publicly beat and whip each other 

while preaching repentance. Something is seriously wrong with those people, and it 

beggars belief how so many follow what is basically a sick and at times evil program. 

February derives from februa or “means of purification.” To the Romans, February was 

also sacred to Juno Februata, the goddess of febris (“fever”) of love, and of women and 

marriage. On February 14, billets or tickets (small pieces of paper, each of which had the 

name of a teen-aged girl written on it) were put into a container. Teen-aged boys would 

then choose one billet at random. The boy and the girl whose name was drawn would 

become a “couple,” joining in erotic games at feasts and parties celebrated throughout 

Rome. After the festival, they would remain sexual partners for the rest of the year. This 

custom was observed in the Roman Empire for centuries. The Romans celebrated 

Lupercalia to honor the hunter god Lupercus. Whilst the name Lupercus may not be 

familiar to many of you, the image of him will be (Image 1) To the Greeks, from whom 

the Romans had copied most of their mythology, Lupercus was known as Pan, the god of 

light. So, Pan is the alter name of Lucifer, as Lucifer is the light bearer or bringer of light 

to the Satanic's, and all of the Freemason and Secret Societies. If you are a freemason this 
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is actually what you are supporting, by being apart of this sacrificial Egyptian style cult. 

The Phoenicians worshipped the same deity as Baal, the sun god, Baal was one of many 

names or titles for Nimrod. There is your origin of St. Valentines day, which was three 

separate people merged into one by the Roman church. The day is said to be about love 

and cupid, but more about child sexual rituals, debauchery and death. 

 

Feb. 25 ~ St. Valpurgis Day (Blood Ritual) Communion of blood and dismemberment, 

this is linked with the May day Beltane festival as well. Participants of any age. St 

Valpurgis was an Anglo-Saxon missionary to the Frankish Empire, the Franks are the 

Merovingians and Carolingians and are linked directly to the Jewish cultism. In 1099, the 

crusader population of Jerusalem mostly comprised French settlers, French knights made 

up the bulk of the steady flow of reinforcements, throughout the two-hundred-year span 

of the Crusades. France is named after the Franks, which later took on more modern day 

Jewish connections and the Rothschild's. Walpurga was born in the county of Devon, 

England, into a local aristocratic family. She was the daughter of Saint Richard the 

Pilgrim, an under king of the West Saxons, and of Saint Wuna of Wessex, and had two 

brothers, Saint Willibald and Saint Winibald. The pilgrims said to be fleeing persecution 

of their religious beliefs, no they were spreading their cults, occultism, dark magic and 

rituals to America like they did in Europe. Americans weren't given the Pilgrim, but the 

grim pill. 

 

Mar. 1 ~ ST. Eichatadt (Blood Ritual) Drinking of human blood for strength and homage 

to Satan Any age male or female. 

 

Mar. 20th or 21 ~ Spring Equinox (Sabbat Festival, Major Fertility Sabbath) ~ (date 

varies annually) (Orgy Ritual) Oral, anal, and vaginal; human and/or animal sacrifice any 

age (male or female, human or animal) so bestiality applies here as well. 

 

Good Friday through Easter Sunday (Death of Christ) ~ (date varies annually) (Blood 

Ritual) Human Sacrifice "Good Friday" is the beginning of satanic high days, that are 

celebrated throughout the weekend to the end of the day on Easter Sunday. Pray with us 

for the rescue of all people being held for human sacrifice at this time, the report says to 

pray, people have to understand that pray PRAY, really means to prey PREY and you are 

the prey, in terms of energy harvesting. This festival has zero to do with the entity known 

as Jesus dying. They changed the Easter festival from Ostara to Easter to disguise their 

pagan based diety. They wrote a story about the winter solstice into an Easter narrative, 

changed sun SUN into son SON, on December 21st the shortest day and the winter 

solstice, the sun goes down below the horizon for the next 3 days, behind the sun in the 

night sky is the constellation called the Southern Cross. The sun dips below the horizon 

for 3 days, so the sun died for 3 days on the cross, on December 25th the sun rises above 
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the horizon and is "reborn". So the sun died for 3 days then the 3 days of darkness, and 

then was reborn and went into the heavens, sound familiar? 

 

Easter Eve day (date varies annually) (Blood Ritual) Human sacrifice Easter of course is 

the time of bunnies, with heads attached, presenting the Easter eggs. The "Easter Hare" 

originally played the role of a judge, evaluating whether children were good or 

disobedient in behavior at the start of the season of Eastertide. So, like Christmas, Easter 

was about passing judgement by the cohen's on the children, yet again involving the law, 

their law as all binding, just like the words Covenant and Testament, both mean to bind. 

Does anyone ask why the names of gods book would be a binding contract? The hare was 

a popular motif in medieval church art. In ancient times, it was widely believed that the 

hare was a hermaphrodite. The idea that a hare could reproduce without loss of virginity 

led to an association with the Virgin Mary, with hares sometimes occurring in illuminated 

manuscripts, and Northern European paintings of the Virgin and Christ Child. Virgin 

births, what a conspiracy that is, it is not based in human reality, and yet is believed by 

billions across the world as fact, and have the audacity to call us conspiracy theorists? 

Whoever their version of Mary is, was impregnated by artificial insemination, with the 

possibility she was a hybrid and or a changling. Eggs have been used as fertility symbols 

since antiquity. Eggs became a symbol in Christianity associated with rebirth as early as 

the 1st century AD, via the iconography of the Phoenix egg, and they became associated 

with Easter specifically in medieval Europe. Humans are not born in eggs, so why 

celebrate it that way? eggs are a product of artificial insemination again, but the child is 

not born in an egg, but you know who are born in an egg, Avian and Reptiles. We find 

parallels again in the ancient legends of Thoth and Ra. Egyptian pictures of Osiris, the 

resurrected corn god, show him returning to life once again rising up from the shell of a 

broken egg. The ancient legend of the Phoenix is similar, the Phoenix is the Hebrew 

Bennu bird, rising out of the ashes, which means it always follows after a cataclysmic 

war. Given the piece I did recently in Arizona and the wars there, is it a cohen cidence the 

major city of that region is called Phoenix? Perhaps Arizona is a play on words and is A 

Zion Ra, the heavy presence of the Mormons in that state would appear to support that 

theory. 

 

The god Ishtar was also a parallel to Eostre and Ostara and subsequently Easter, but there 

are other parallels within her story as well. Ishtar was the goddess of love and war and 

sex, as well as protection, fate, childbirth, marriage, and storms—there's some fertility in 

there, but as with Aphrodite, there is also an element of power. Her cult practiced sacred 

prostitution, where women waited at a temple, and had sex with a stranger in exchange 

for a divine blessing (and money to feed hungry children or pay a debt). Ishtar's symbols 

were the lion, which is represented in many symbols from the movies, bank statues, coat 

of arms of several of the lead bloodline families. She was also called the morning star, 

which is Venus, but the morning star is now associated with Lucifer, but when you 
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realize the original Lucifer, was actually a female and called Luciferia, perhaps that now 

makes sense. Also linked with eight or sixteen pointed stars—again, symbols of power. 

The word Easter does not appear to be derived from Ishtar, but from the German Eostre, 

the goddess of the dawn—a bringer of light. Elsewhere, the observance is framed in Latin 

pascha, which in turn is derived from the Hebrew pesach, meaning of or associated with 

Passover. As always it seems, different languages and cultures, yet all these rituals have a 

Hebrewic flavor to them. 

 

April 19th is the first day of “13 Days of Preparation”, a period of time with occult 

significance that relates to the satanic gods of fire — the fire god Baal or the sun god 

Molech/Nimrod, also known as Saturn (the Roman god of Satan/Devil). Molech is the 

name of the sacrificial altar in the Bohemian Grove. Why is it an owl? because the 

Egyptian name for an owl is pronounced Moloch, Moloch, Molech is the same being, and 

essentially another title name, not an individual. A major human sacrifice day, this ritual 

demands sacrifice by fire, with an emphasis on children. Those 13 days are a portion 

of the 40-Day Season of Sacrifice: March (19th or 22nd) to May 1st, another reference to 

the 40 days, when the dark spirits manipulate the collective consciousness of humanity 

using Black Magic rituals. As many know, false flag attacks have become all too frequent 

in modern times. The targets of these attacks are the minds of the people by way of 

elaborate rituals, theater and illusion, for the purpose of deceiving the population into 

accepting a false version of reality. Once this has been accomplished, an individual will 

become a willing participant in the matrix of control. For all intents and purposes, the 

people have had a spell cast on them, they have become the victims of black magic, 

which is always an attempt to compel an individual to act as an agent of the magician, 

usually without their conscious consent. 

 

Apr. 21 ~ Grand Climax (thru Apr 30) (Sexual and Blood Rituals) Abduction, ceremonial 

preparation & holding of sacrificial victim for Walpurgisnacht Oral, anal, and vaginal, 

and human sacrifice 

 

Apr. 30 ~ Walpurgisnacht (Blood Ritual) Animal and/or human sacrifice 

 

May 1 ~ Beltane (Fire Festival, Coven Initiations, Fire and Orgy Rituals) Human 

Sacrifice Oral, anal, and vaginal This is the May Day Festival celebrated in Europe, 

where men dress up in stupid effeminate costumes and prance about, whilst going anti 

clockwise, which is harvesting, around a pole. 

 

Jun. 21 ~ Summer Solstice (date varies annually) (Sexual and Blood Rituals) Oral, anal, 

and vaginal, and human and/or animal sacrifice We know what Sol means, that is referred 

to as the Sun, with a U not an O, but what does stice mean? to prick, sting, stitch or stab, 

perhaps the new age people will look at solstice in a different light now. Stice like smart 
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both means to sting, which could mean to burn, but it also means to swindle or cheat. 

SUMMER NIGHT CITY 

 

Jul. 1 ~ Demon Revels (blood sacrifice) Activity: Druids sexual association with demons 

Age: Any age (female) 

 

Jul. 20 ~ Grand Climax (thru Jul. 27) ~ (date varies annually ~ 5 weeks, 1 day after 

Summer Solstice (Sexual and Blood Rituals) Abduction, ceremonial preparation & 

holding of sacrificial victim for Lammas Day Oral, anal, and vaginal, and human 

sacrifice 

 

Aug. 1 ~ Lammas Day (Blood Ritual) Animal and/or human sacrifice Also known as 

Loaf Mass, which is related to bread, and the bread features heavily in the church 

ceremonies. Could it be a parallel version of human consummation, given the bread and 

wine ceremony is stated of eating the flesh of Jesus and the drinking his blood? 

 

Aug. 3 ~ Satanic Revels (Sexual Ritual) Ritual Abuse: Oral, anal, and vaginal 

 

Aug. 24 ~ St. Bartholemew (Unknown at this time) Like the Valentines day massacre, St. 

Bartholomew has his own day of massacre, but these are in actual event blood and 

sacrifice rituals. The St. Bartholomew's Day massacre in 1572 was a targeted group of 

assassinations and a wave of Catholic mob violence, directed against the Huguenots 

(French Calvinist Protestants) during the French Wars of Religion. Traditionally believed 

to have been instigated by Queen Catherine de' Medici, (she is of the Black Nobility 

bloodline families, so this was a Black nobility dark magic ritual performed) She was the 

mother of King Charles IX, the massacre took place a few days after the wedding day (18 

August) of the king's sister Margaret to the Protestant Henry of Navarre (the future Henry 

IV of France). Many of the most wealthy and prominent Huguenots had gathered in 

largely Catholic Paris to attend the wedding. The massacre began in the night of 23–24 

August 1572 (the eve of the feast of Bartholomew the Apostle). By the end of it over 25K 

Protestants were slaughtered. 

 

Sep. 7 ~ Marriage to the beast Satan (Orgy and Blood Rituals) All females (especially 

children) in the cult are married to Satan, in full bridal wear. Oral, anal, and vaginal, 

animal and/or human sacrifice, dismemberment took place. 

 

Sep. 20 ~ Harvest, Midnight Host (Blood Ritual) Dismemberment, hands removed of 

victim for the "Hands of Glory" to Satan The midnight host is suggestive of the djinns 

and host possession involvement, but also could involve calling in other species and the 

shape shifting people/beings. 
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Sep. 23 ~ Fall Equinox (Orgy Ritual) Oral, anal, and vaginal; human and/or animal 

sacrifice  

 

Oct. 13 ~ Continuous High Holiday (reverse date of October 31st) 

 

Oct. 28 ~ Satanic High Holy days (thru Nov. 4) (Blood Rituals) Abduction, ceremonial 

preparation & holding of sacrificial victim for All Hallows Eve Human Sacrifice 

 

Oct. 31 ~ All Hallows Eve (Halloween or Samhain) (Sexual and Blood Rituals) Sexual 

association with demons called up, and animal and/or human sacrifice. Calling in the 

demons night, done by singing spellcasting mantras and done by the children. Samhain 

but pronounced Sah win, is another Scottish Gaelic, Druidic and Pagan event, and 

Scotland has played a large role in society connected to the dark magician, wiccan, pagan 

and witchcraft elements. The lead secret society there is the Scottish Rite, who did much 

to assemble Washington DC and litter it with occult symbols and layouts. It was the 

Scottish Freemasons who first brought Freemasonry to Russia, and the eventual 

destruction of that country and it's people by the Freemasons aligned with the Hebrew 

Annunaki crew. 

 

Nov. 4 ~ Satanic Revels (Sexual Ritual) Ritual Abuse: Oral, anal, and vaginal 

 

Dec. 21 or 22 ~ Winter Solstice (Sabbat Festival) (Sexual Ritual) Oral, anal, and vaginal; 

human and/or animal sacrifice. 

 

Dec. 24 ~ Demon revels (High Grand Climax) (Orgy and Blood Rituals) Sexual 

association with demons called up, and animal and/or human sacrifice 

 

Note: Human sacrifices occur from Christmas Eve through New Year's Day. Misc. 

Holidays The Full Moon in any month (referred to as an Esbat) -- human or animal 

sacrifice. An esbat is a coven meeting at a time other than one of the Sabbats, within 

Wicca and other Wiccan-influenced forms of contemporary Paganism. Esbats are 

described as an opportunity for a "love feast, healing work, psychic training and all." The 

term esbat is derived from Old French s'esbattre (Modern French ébat), meaning to frolic 

and amuse oneself, diversion. In other words before and or after the sacrifice it becomes a 

sex orgy. All very Hedonistic that, Hedon meaning? A unit of pleasure used to 

theoretically weigh people's happiness.  Upon studying some of the documentation 

surrounding these ritual sacrifice events, it is noted that the participants male and female, 

derive a massive increase in sexual pleasure during the events, hence the sexual orgy to 

relieve that, follows. Friday the 13th -- human sacrifice An elite families individual's 

birthday, is another event to hold a ritual.  
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Many of the names, words associated with the occult, cult practices, dark magic and dates 

where all formulated by the church. The heavy involvement of the Roman Cat holic 

church in wording and occult practices, Saturnalia in particular, should not be overlooked 

by the people. Saturnalia was an ancient Roman festival and holiday in honor of the god 

Saturn, held on 17 December of the Julian calendar and later expanded with festivities 

through to 23 December. The holiday was celebrated with a sacrifice at the Temple of 

Saturn, in the Roman Forum, and a public banquet. It was followed by private gift-giving, 

continual partying, and a carnival atmosphere that overturned Roman social norms. 

Gambling was permitted, and masters provided table service for their slaves, as it was 

seen as a time of liberty for both slaves and freedmen alike. A man chosen to be a mock 

king was appointed for the feast of Saturnalia, in the guise of the Roman deity Saturn, at 

the end of the festival, the man was sacrificed. Saturnalia was the Roman equivalent to 

the earlier Greek holiday of Kronia, which is Chronus the fake god of time. It held 

theological importance for some Romans, who saw it as a restoration of the ancient 

Golden Age, when the world was ruled by Saturn. The ancient Roman historian Justinus 

credits Saturn with being a historical king of the pre-Roman inhabitants of Italy. 

Speaking of Justinius, it is clear from this Roman sculpture, which is carved into a 

church, of what he was all about. (see Image 2) Why would a church carve such pardon 

the pun, god awful scenes? There are many other carvings of this nature, including a 

infant child giving the priest fellatio. Is this normal or so called holy in any way, shape or 

form? The Mishna and Talmud (Avodah Zara 8a) describe a pagan festival called 

Saturnura which occurs for eight days before the winter solstice. It is followed for eight 

days after the solstice with a festival called Kalenda culminating with the Kalends of 

January, Kalenda is the origin of the word calendar, so your calendar is a tribute to a 

sacrificial festival as well. The Talmud ascribes the origins of this festival to Adam, who 

saw that the days were getting shorter and thought it was punishment for his sin. Yet 

again turning man into a guilt ridden state, that he was responsible for all the worlds ills, 

when it was the priest class, known as the Cohen's that was doing all the diabolical deeds. 

The Talmud states that this festival was later turned into a pagan festival, later on in the 

page, the Talmud calls it Saturnalia. Saturnalia is the origin of the Christmas and nothing 

to do with the entity known as Jesus at all. This festival teaches even the little children, 

artless and simple, to be greedy, and accustoms them to go from house to house and to 

offer novel gifts, fruits covered with silver tinsel. For these they receive, in return, gifts 

double their value, and thus the tender minds of the young begin to be impressed with 

that which is commercial and sordid. Asterius, in "Oratio 4: Adversus Kalendarum 

Festum"  Festivals to Satan? sacrifices? and slaves allowed to patronize, or be patronized 

by their masters. oh dear. 

 

One of the Roman church disciples was Leonardo de Vinci, not only did the Romans 

worship Saturn/Satan, they also worshipped the moon. His famous painting was Mona 

Lisa and perhaps Mona word is linked to the moon. The word month is a shortened 
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version of moonth, and so perhaps Mona was perhaps linked to Moona. Of course the 

painting was done by an Italian named Leonardo de Vinci, and it just happens that Mona 

in Italian means Madonna. The Black Madonna is worshipped by several cult and occult 

circles, and whilst Madonna is linked with the Virgin Mary, and the Black Madonna 

similarly, the latter is depicted as the Black Mother. The Black mother is associated with 

the Kali Ma, Kali Ma means dark mother, which is related to moon worship and the fall 

of the female, and also to Lilith. Lilith was the inverted Eve, the dark side of the Eve, and 

with the fallen female, the Eve was now Lilith. Lilith was half human and half serpent. 

The depiction on a 5 pointed star with the single arrow pointing up is of Adam at the top, 

and Eve with the two arrows at the bottom. But when it is inverted with the two arrows at 

the top it now houses Lilith, and the single arrow pointing down and a symbol of Satan or 

the Baphomet, is not Adam but Samael, the demon and known as the angel of death. 

Samael was one of the archangels, that included Michael and Gabriel, who are much 

vaunted in the religious circles, yet they all fell, hence the term archangel, which is 

actually archon angel. Yet we find Jewish symbols and books worshipping these two 

entities and mentioned in the Talmud. These two are heavily worshipped by the Kabbalist 

and the Qliphoth, and mentioned as associated with the tree of life, but the Kabbalist tree, 

is the tree of death, or tree of da'ath or death. Interestingly Madonna herself is a Kabbalist 

and dressed up several times as the Baphomet, both of which represent the inverted 

pentagram and Satan, and also linked directly to what is known as the Jewish religion, 

except it is not Jewish. Their book represent the Annunaki and Hebrew is their language, 

law and gods. 

 

Why is everything connected to the moon, because it is connected to the Kali Ma which 

practiced human sacrifice as part of their cult, and is representative of Lilith. Lilith is a 

representative of the fall of the female, the Eve fell and was bound no longer to Earth, but 

trapped by blood and binding cycles to Lilith and the moon. The Eve fell it is said in 

biblical scriptures, but have we ever defined who or what is the Eve? Before people think 

this is a jab at Kim, it's not. But several of those ritual events included the word Eve in it, 

All Hallows Eve the prime example, now why is that? Are they celebrating Eve or Lilith? 

But what is the Eve? given there has been several versions of civilizations wiped out 

here, this version is the 6th as I understand. The questions remains was there more than 

one? an Eve for each civilization? if so, where did the Eve come from, if the civilization 

was wiped out 5 times? Is this further evidence of in-vitro fertilization? Vitro means an 

artificial environment outside a living organism. Within glass, that is, a test-tube: said of 

chemical reactions, bacterial cultures, etc., obtained experimentally in the test-tube. Is the 

Eve a test tube creation done by eggs? is that why the church and these festivals celebrate 

with eggs? The term and ritual of Easter Eve day could have whole new implications. If 

the current Eve is said to be 99%+ a representative of humanity, does that include the 

Kali Ma? does that include the Hybrids? who or what is humanity? is the humanoid a 

representative of humanity here? For example the Abraxans or the humanoid Annunaki? 
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Is the Eve a representative of them? Eve is represented in pictures of a blond or reddish 

blonde haired woman, which race does that come from? If it is a specific race, how can 

the DNA within the Eve contain samples of all the other races? These are all pertinent 

questions that have never been asked, understood or grasped, we just assume things far 

too easily based on narrative passed down to us. With the fall of the Eve, and turned into 

a child sacrificing night being Lilith, we play more word magic that may explain the Eve. 

The night here is called the Evening, Eve then Ning, add in the word AL which means 

god, you get Ningal, Ningal is considered a god or goddess, and was the daughter of 

Enki, Marduk was also the son of Enki. Remember Marduk who Kim worked with and 

who appointed her the Trustee, said he and she had worked Earth every two thousand 

years for the past 15K years. I am questioning now as to whether Kim was either set up to 

fail, the evidence certainly points that way, but she did not exactly help herself in matters 

either. Whilst some others are questioning not whether she was set up, but was she 

herself a set up. Marduk's chief consort was also known as Sarpanit, Sarpanit some 

explain her name as meaning "the shining one", and she is sometimes associated with the 

planet Venus, could that be Luciferia? She was worshipped via the rising moon, 

potentially meaning Lilith. By a play on words her name was interpreted as zēr-bānītu, or 

"creatress of seed", and is thereby associated with the goddess Aruru, who, according to 

Babylonian myth, created mankind. Perhaps a different set of thinking occurs, on who or 

what is the Eve? or is it more the case of when or where is the Eve? Ningal was known a 

the Great or Queen Lady, so the great L or Queen L adds other dimensions to it. Was 

Ningal also Esther? Esther is described as the Great Lady and also the Queen, great Lady 

or great L or queen lady or queen L, is or was Esther, Queen L? Is Esther and Ningal one 

and the same being? Esther who was a Persian Queen declared the Jewish Queen, just 

like Solomon, David and Moses of Egypt but declared Jews and related to Jerusalem. 

Does anyone ask why a religion is stated as a race? a religion stated as a law? or religion 

stated as a country? As the 100 series line stated, Adam or man had no chance of 

developing with him being alongside two serpents in the Garden. Excepting a title is one 

thing, but without grasping the implications of it, understanding it and what it all entails 

is, a whole new ball game, that should make any incumbent think long and hard, of what 

is this really all about. These titles or archetype roles comes with much responsibility, 

and should go beyond the egotistic trait exhibited by many who claim to be this, that or 

the other god or goddess. I have spoken to many who claim to be Jesus or Mary, yet not 

one of them has exhibited traits or the narrative handed down to us, in relation to those 

two people. CHEVALIER DE SANGREAL 

 

These rituals are performed via witchcraft and it is all about sacrifice to the gods in the 

physical realm, for them to receive on a separate plane of existence. The sacrifice entity 

and entities goes by many names, Satan, Set, Lucifer, Azazel, Demiurge, depending on 

which culture you operate from. They also have other names such as demons, angels, 

spirits and the term I like to use for them is, the djinns. Essentially they also go by 
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another name more common to the alt media of, archons. The sacrifice itself is done to 

pay homage to these entities, who by and large in the physical realm of viewing, look like 

the reptilian race. These beings do not operate on our realm or plane of existence, 

although they have in the past. Since 2012 in particular the ability for these types of 

beings to operate within our world or reside here, has become untenable due to the 

change in frequencies. This is what we at THI have spoken about many times previously, 

but a refresher is always in order. 2012 was to be our final ending for all of humanity, a 

plan tasked to Marduk to harvest all the physical assets and destroy all life and the planet, 

that obviously failed. The Draco family line connected to him, Anu, Enki, Enlil, Marduk, 

Inanna, Lilith and or Esther all played a role with this destructive effort on behalf of the 

dark forces. Now the bulk of the Draco left in 2015, they will say they had other battles to 

fight, including one on their home world, from outside forces but also inside forces as 

well. The inside forces were their own beings, tired of the wars and the oppressive 

onslaught of their leaders, imposing war after war and with many casualties over many 

millennia's. But real reason is the energies here are causing them to have to leave, 

although there was a great push on them to depart from 2012 onwards, due to several 

people globally using their skill sets to attack them, with varying success. They then 

introduced a family member of their clan into the alt media, called Shane the Ruiner, he 

is a bastard offspring of Anu in a human vessel this time. It is uncertain whether Shane 

came to help or hinder, that may or may not have been under his own control or volition. 

But Shane and I made good progress particularly with the Parents and Covens at the time, 

and also in an exchange with Anu himself. From my perspective it was a long term plan 

to merge the two species together as equals, and learn to work together not kill each 

other, and end their program of harvesting, not just here but many places. Marduk was 

left here with around 200 of his disciples it is said as a punishment for him, I personally 

think that is a ruse, and he was eventually taken out of the equation back in 2016. The 

question arises is he still here in consciousness in another form or format? Feast derives 

from Festival, the name of a festival or feast is also called a fete, spelt FETE, but it in 

these circumstance have the same pronunciation as fate, spelt FATE.  

 

Is there evidence of using current popular figures with names of the past, replaying out 

certain events, timelines, roles and characters of the past. Before this dismissed due to it 

not being a comfortable fact, consider this before listening to this section. During their 

festivals or ceremonies, the participants call in or invoke certain names of the past, to 

come onto this plane of existence, via a host. What is not being suggested here is, the 

vessels are the original, although that is always a possibility, but certain people are being 

invoked to play the lead roles of the past again, to achieve a desired outcome. By inviting 

in the spirit and or consciousness of an entity of the past, which could possibly be 

uploaded via the Artificial Intelligence framework, into a current vessel. People may ask 

why would someone do that? Ego, all elites have an egotistical trait. Remember most of 

the world's royals all share the same blood or genetics, and 43 US Presidents have been 
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of European Royal bloodlines. Here is a list I compiled and I am sure there is many more 

as the final scenes of the movie all plays out. 

 

Ptolemy Macron who had been appointed by Ptolemy Philmetor VI governor of Cyprus 

and deserted to Antiochus Epiphanes, king of Syria (2 Macc 10:12). Under Antiochus he 

was governor of Coele-Syria and Phoenicia (2 Macc 8:8). In 1 Macc 3:38 and 2 Macc 

4:45 he is called "Ptolemy the son of Dorymenes." At first he was a fierce and cruel 

enemy of the Jews, and was one of those chosen by Lysias to destroy Israel and reduce 

Judas Maccabee. Later he apparently relented toward the Jews (2 Macc 10:12), fell into 

disfavor with Antiochus Eupator, (good father) or father of the EU? before whom he was 

accused by the king's friends, and was so galled by being constantly called traitor that he 

ended his life with poison. Or just maybe he was threatened to favor the off world based 

chosen ones, didn't exactly fulfill the role and was eliminated. Or perhaps he did fill the 

role and knew too much and was eliminated for that, just like how the modern day 

agency people work is it not? Given our links and connections made in FRWL with the 

Egyptian and Middle East connection, and also the role of the CIA in it, perhaps we could 

look at a word just mentioned and split it up, Phoenicia. Remove the last three letters and 

then pronounce the rest, and perhaps it is a hidden clue, Phony CIA? Who did the Pope 

appoint as head of World Order, that originally was going to be Mr. Trump appointed in a 

ceremony, that was to be held in Russia 2019? Emmanuelle Macron, whose parents were 

non religious yet has a name like Emmanuelle, does that sound familiar? Macron a 

Roman King in the past who attacked the Jews, but in this lifetime he is actually Jewish. 

His family line is all Jewish as well, in fact German Jewish as far back as the 6-7th 

centuries, that will bring up another well known name of recent history and the 

connection of the Jewish destroying the Aryans, that name and his family line is, Hesse. 

Who was the first into a devastated country following a blast said to be destroyed by 

Israel, Mr. Macron was first leader into Lebanon. The Macron of the past was connected 

to Syria, then known as Assyria and the site of one of the four Gardens of Eden. Recently 

Macron got involved with returning artifacts from Africa, most likely Ethiopia the final 

Garden of Eden, two statues called Lamassu, an important part of Assyrian culture back 

then in Nineveh. Housed in the Temple of Ishtar who is represented by Lilith and also 

Isis, these two Lamassu statues are depictions of the Chimera, they are half human and 

half beast, connecting the dots yet? Inside the palace are the figures of winged genies as 

they call them, we call them the djinns and demons, which brings in Solomon and his 

temple, Solomon is also linked to Lilith, as is the line of David who was his son. French 

President Emmanuel Macron marked Lebanon’s centenary Tuesday by planting a cedar 

tree, as 57K Lebanese signed a petition for Mr. Macron to be their leader. Lebanon was 

heavily linked with Solomon and David at the time of the House of Israel. So, what is the 

significance of Macron planting a cedar tree? Remember the Macron of the past was 

connected to Assyria. This caption from the bible states: in the first day of the 

month, that the word of the LORD came unto me, saying, Son of man, speak unto 
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Pharaoh king of Egypt, and to his multitude; Whom art thou like in thy greatness? 

Behold, the Assyrian was a cedar in Lebanon with fair branches, and with a shadowing 

shroud, and of an high stature; and his top was among the thick boughs.” Ezekiel 31:1-3 

What was Mr. Macron's first job? as an investment banker at Rothschild & Co. He makes 

all the right connections with the Rothschild's, and soon becomes the deputy secretary 

general of France under President Hollande. Having just mentioned the term Pharaoh, 

and earlier referenced the Houses, Pharaoh means the Great House. 

 

The House of Saud, who had 146 children (all very off world like that, remember Lilith 

had many children all at one time) and spread the seed of control everywhere, Sauds are 

Jewish and why the Saudis and America are linked with Israel. The leader of the Saud 

now is Salman, which is a derivative of the name, Solomon. With Egypt being the real 

House of Israel what do we find there? The Egyptian president is Abedel Fattah el Sisi, el 

Sisi in reverse is isis el, Isis the El, El means god and so Isis and Ra are El's, is ra el. Mr. 

Erdogan of Turkey, when you split his name is Er which means a person occupationally 

connected with, Dogan is the same as Dogun and Dogon, which are the entities from 

Sirius A and B, and connected to the Dogon tribe in Mali, Africa. Known as the fish 

people and why the Cat holic priests wear the fish hat. Remember the story earlier? and 

the reference to eggs, fish also lay eggs. The fish is also said to be a connection to Jesus, 

it has nothing to do with Jesus, and nothing to do with a fish either, it is part of the Vesica 

Pisces, Pisces in the fake astrology charts, it is fake because one zodiac is missing, is also 

connected to the fish. But doesn't the Vesica Pisces represent a broadened version of the 

mobius loop and the two world trap? or is it a three world trap? Vesica Pisces means 

bladder of the fish, what has the bladder of a fish got to do with Jesus? Science shows us 

that nature has to find balance in order for creation to flourish. We see this in the sub-

atomic particles of an atom. Male protons (positive charge) bind with female electrons 

(negative charge) to try and find equilibrium. When positive and negative charges of an 

atom find a balance, a perfect creation is formed. When they cannot find equilibrium, the 

female electron will look for another proton. If the atom cannot find equilibrium, the 

neutron kicks in and it neutralizes, but only if there is more or less of a balance of 

electrons and protons. If there are more of one than the other, an imperfect creation 

forms. The Vesica Pisces is the shape in the centre of two interlocking circles. Let’s say 

one of the circles is the male energy and the other is the female energy, the centre piece is 

a perfect creation. But only when the circles are symmetrical – balanced. It is said that 

thoughts, actions and emotions are characterized in ancient symbolism with the triangle 

of manifestation. The triangle represents the number three which is the number of 

creation. Which is one on one, with the one, is it not? like I have said previously the one 

on one, with the one plays out on many levels. ONE ON ONE 

 

Boris Johnson, Johnson which means son of John, is that John the Baptist or John of 

Patmos mentioned earlier and his apocalyptic visions? 
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Putin of Russia, does not have any connections, but his first name does, Vladimir means 

Ruler of the World. The name Putin did not originate in Russia either, it originated in 

Galloway, Scotland. The question is, with a play on words which they love to do, was 

Putin put in to be ruler of the world, if so, at whose request? 

 

Jacinda Ardern, I could find no meaning behind her name, except the fact she grew up as 

a part of this wide ranging cult, being a Mormon. Following the Christchurch shooting 

event on March 15th 2019, which is another occult day, beware the Ides of March, the 

first person she met for a Christchurch summit was, Mr. Macron. On 15 May 2019, 

Ardern and French President Emmanuel Macron co-chaired the Christchurch Call 

summit, which aimed to "bring together countries and tech companies, in an attempt to 

bring to an end, the ability to use social media to organize and promote terrorism and 

violent extremism". The seducement was to end terrorism and violent extremism, the 

reality was to increase the power of the tech giants and rule over us with their AI god 

creation tools. On 23 September 2019, at a United Nations summit in New York City, 

Ardern had her first formal meeting with Donald Trump. She reported that the US 

president showed "interest" in New Zealand's gun buyback scheme, which involves 

taking guns off of the general public, and Trump was interested in that? The Ides of 

March came out of Rome, you had to settle debts on that day or suffer the consequences, 

it also happens to be the day Julius Caesar was assassinated. On the fourth anniversary of 

Caesar's death in 40 BC, after achieving a victory at the siege of Perugia, Octavian 

executed 300 senators and equites who had fought against him under Lucius Antonius, 

the brother of Mark Antony. The executions were one of a series of actions taken by 

Octavian to avenge Caesar's death. Suetonius and the historian Cassius Dio characterised 

the slaughter as a religious sacrifice, noting that it occurred on the Ides of March at the 

new altar to the deified Julius. The moniker of JC is not related to Jesus Christ, but Julius 

Caesar. 

 

Angela Merkel is next, Mer kel means sea cover or conceal, what is she concealing or is 

she sealing the con? She was awarded in Israel: Recipient of the President's Medal, then 

in 2007, Merkel was awarded an honorary doctorate from the Hebrew University of 

Jerusalem. In March 2008, she received the B'nai B'rith Europe Award of Merit. On 21 

September 2010, the Leo Baeck Institute, a research institution in New York City 

devoted to the history of German-speaking Jewry, awarded Merkel the Leo Baeck Medal. 

The medal was presented by former U.S. Secretary of the Treasury and current Director 

of the Jewish Museum Berlin, W. Michael Blumenthal, who cited Merkel's support of 

Jewish cultural life and the integration of minorities in Germany. In 2017, Merkel 

received the Elie Wiesel Award from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. In 

2020, Merkel received the Henry A. Kissinger Prize another of the born to brigade from 

the American Academy in Berlin. 
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Kamala Harris: Kamala is another name of a well-known Hindu goddess, who is 

probably better known as Lakshmi. Her middle name is devi, in Hinduism, A devi is a 

mother goddess having various roles and manifestations, especially as Durga ( Shiva ), 

Lakshmi ( Vishnu ), and Sarasvati ( Brahma ), the female counterparts to the male gods 

of the Trimurti, remember in FRWL these male gods returned in avatars as females. 

Some of them resembled being born in the down flow of nuclear fall out, and had more 

arms than the DOD. 

 

President Xi which is 11 and said to be a master number and another of the occult 

numerical figures. 

 

During the first millennium BC, the Babylonians worshipped a deity under the title "Bel", 

meaning "lord", who was a syncretization of Marduk, Enlil, and the dying god Dumuzid. 

Bel held all the cultic titles of Enlil and his status in the Babylonian religion was largely 

the same. Eventually, Bel came to be seen as the god of order and destiny, or perhaps just 

a bell end if you ask me. The cult of Bel is a major component of the Jewish story of "Bel 

and the Dragon" from the apocryphal additions to Daniel. In the account, the Babylonians 

offer "twelve bushels of fine flour, twenty sheep, and fifty gallons of wine" every day to 

an idol of Bel, and the food miraculously disappears overnight. The Persian king Cyrus 

the Great tells the Jewish wise man Daniel that the idol is clearly alive, because it eats the 

food that is offered to it. That idol was Marduk. The Jewish prophet Daniel spoke to 

Macron and Cyrus, Macron and Trump in other words. 

 

Assad means "more fortunate" but it also means lion, another of their great symbols that 

is on many coat of arms of the elites. UAE leader is Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Al 

means god, Nahyan is a house name, the House of Nahyan, like House of Is ra el. The 

title of the President of the United Arab Emirates, is called that or is referred to as the 

Raʾīs. Many of the Arab countries have leaders that are considered Royalty, that have run 

their countries in a family line succession for the past 200 years in some cases. So the 

recent co-joining of the countries is a joining of the Houses, I guess the Arabian peoples 

didn't see what happened to Europe when the Houses were merged. In Yemen the leader 

there is Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi, Hadi means someone who guides people toward as-

Sirat al-Mustaqeem (the Straight Path), perhaps why the others with names of the gods of 

the past are attacking that country? The leader of Qatar is Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, 

who are another House based family, the House of Al Thani, and the one family have 

ruled Qatar for well over a hundred years, just like where they originated from, Saudi 

Arabia. The Leader of Oman to complete that peninsula is Al Said, Al can mean god, but 

also House of. Does anyone ever ask why all the middle East countries are the House of? 

and also why the one families have reigned for decades and in some cases over a hundred 

years? House means home, but not in the context of these family lines, it means Temple 
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or God House. Why are these families chosen to be run by god? The Temple brings in the 

connection to Solomon and Herod, and again a worship of the fake gods and their 

sacrificial cult. Every street, place or building name with the word Temple in it, is in 

relation to not only Freemasonry, but this Egyptian cult. Did you know the banks are 

called Houses as well, which is why they have a clearing house. Clearing House, is a 

method adopted by city bankers, for exchanging the drafts on each others houses, and 

settling the differences. Thus at a stated hour in the afternoon, a clerk from each attends 

at the Clearing House, where he brings all the drafts on the other bankers, which have 

been paid into his house during the course of the day. The Houses families all link back 

to the Annunaki with the Egyptian Israelites, they are all considered Blue bloods. Blue 

bloods are royal family lines, but not royal lines from this planet, but others. They are the 

royal descendants of the Draco lineage, as are most mentioned in the bible, which is their 

history not ours. The name Bethlehem is formed by Lahmu and Lahamu, whose parents 

were Abzu and Tiamat, Tiamat was of the dragon lineage, Draco means dragon, but there 

Alpha Draconis and Hydra Draconis. The latter is more in line of the mythical fiery 

dragon lore here. Lamhu and Lahamu were said to be the first Annunaki born here, Abzu 

at one point guarded the Temple of Enki, so there is the connection to that region. The 

Middle East was home to the royal bloodlines of another species, and it is why there is 

always war playing out in that region. 

 

Benjamin Netanyahu, Benjamin which is a Jewish tribe name was actually raised in 

Philadelphia, his real name is not Netanyahu either, it is Mileikowsky. The name 

Netanyahu means 'God has given, gift from God'. The question is, which god? 

 

In Roman mythology and religion, Quirinus is an early god of the Roman state. In 

Augustan Rome, Quirinus was also an epithet of Janus, as Janus Quirinus. The name of 

god Quirinus is recorded across Roman sources as Curinus, Corinus, Querinus, Queirinus 

and Qvirino, also as fragmented Iovi. Cyrino. The name is also attested as a surname to 

Hercules as Hercules Quirinus. The name Quirīnus probably stems from Latin quirīs, the 

name of Roman citizens in their peacetime function. In earlier Roman art, Quirinus was 

portrayed as a bearded man with religious and military clothing. However, he was almost 

never depicted in later Roman art. Quirinus was often associated with the myrtle. His 

main festival was the Quirinalia, held on February 17. This was a festival known as a 

circus, the origin of circus? Latin circus "ring, circular line," which was applied by 

Romans to circular arenas for performances and contests and oval courses for racing. 

Circus then became known as the travelling entertainment and bore the performing artists 

and the clowns. The word cirque also means circus, the famous show Cirque de Soleil 

means circus of the sun. The priest of Quirinus, the Flamen Quirinalis, was one of the 

three patrician flamines maiores ("major flamens") who had precedence over the Pontifex 

Maximus. Quirinus most likely was originally a Sabine war god. The Sabines had a 

settlement near the eventual site of Rome, and erected an altar to Quirinus on the Collis 
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Quirinalis Quirinal Hill, one of the Seven hills of Rome. Altar means sacrificial table. 

When the Romans settled in the area, the cult of Quirinus became part of their early 

belief system. By the end of the 1st century BCE, Quirinus would be considered to be the 

deified legendary king.  Historian Angelo Brelich has argued that Quirinus and Romulus 

were originally the same divine entity, which was split into a founder hero and a god 

when Roman religion became demythicised. Which is why it is related to Janus, 

portrayed as the double headed god. The possible presence of the flamen Quirinalis at the 

festival of Acca Larentia would corroborate this thesis, given the fact that Romulus is a 

stepson of hers, and one of the original twelve arval brethren (Fratres Arvales). In ancient 

Roman religion, the Arval Brethren, "Brothers of the Fields") or Arval Brothers were a 

body of priests who offered annual sacrifices to the Lares and gods to guarantee good 

harvests. Lares are described as deified spirits to protect their goods, but the word Lares 

derives from the word, Lord. Inscriptions provide evidence of their oaths, rituals and 

sacrifices. Priest class again doing the sacrifice, Priests are known as Cohens, what a 

cohen cidence. 

 

During the Grabovian pantheon, the association of Quirinus and Romulus is further 

supported by a connection with Vofionos, the third god in the triad of the Grabovian gods 

of Iguvium. Vofionos would be the equivalent of Liber or Teutates, in Latium and among 

the Celts respectively.  

 

During the Capitoline Triad, his early importance led to Quirinus' inclusion in the 

Archaic Triad (the first Capitoline Triad), along with Mars (then an agriculture god) and 

Jupiter. Over time, however, Quirinus became less significant, and he was absent from 

the later, more widely known triad (he and Mars had been replaced by Juno and 

Minerva). Varro mentions the Capitolium Vetus, an earlier cult site on the Quirinal, 

devoted to Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva, among whom Martial makes a distinction between 

the "old Jupiter" and the "new". Jupiter is the name for Zeus. Juno, now associated with 

the month of June, was a daughter of Saturn, the wife of Jupiter and the mother of Mars, 

all kept in House again, as you can see. Minerva was the daughter of Jupiter and Metis, 

and was represented in symbols by the Owl, the Serpent and the Spider. The owl and 

serpent are more obvious connections to the occult groups, but most will not be aware of 

the Spider Race here, you wonder why so many are frightened of spiders and snakes, 

inherent DNA coding is why. Minerva often associated with Athena, turned Medusa in a 

head of serpents remember. Has medusa returned and stationed in America? as Med 

USA, given the North Cumbrian Health Center logo in the UK is also Medusa, one does 

wonder. Eventually, Quirinus faded into obscurity and the Romans began to favor 

personal and mystical cults over the official state belief system. These included those of 

Bacchus, Cybele, and Isis, leaving only Quirinus' flamen to worship him.  
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The Legacy of Quirinos lives on today, even centuries after the fall of the Roman Empire, 

the Quirinal hill in Rome, originally named from the deified Romulus, was still 

associated with power. It was chosen as the seat of the royal house after the taking of 

Rome by the Savoia, and later it became the residence of the Presidents of the Italian 

Republic. 

 

Trumpery mid-15c., "deceit, trickery, Meaning "showy but worthless finery" is first 

recorded c. 1600. Trump (v.2)"fabricate, devise," 1690s, from trump "deceive or cheat" 

(1510s), from Middle English trumpen (late 14c.), from Old French tromper "to deceive," 

of uncertain origin. Apparently from se tromper de "to mock," from Old French tromper 

"to blow a trumpet." Was the modern Trump someone to be a showy but worthless 

finery, to deceive, cheat and mock the public? Given the titles he was offered, and 

according to the Trustee, he is a member of the Black Sun, coincidentally, the Huguenot's 

emblem is a Black Sun symbol. In the Book of Revelation, seven trumpets are sounded, 

one at a time, to cue apocalyptic events seen by John of Patmos (Revelation 1:9) in his 

vision (Revelation 1:1). The seven trumpets are sounded by seven angels and the events 

that follow are described in detail from Revelation Chapters 8 to 11. According to 

Revelation 8:1-2 the angels sound these trumpets after the breaking of the seventh seal. 

These seals secured the apocalyptic document held in the right hand of Him who sits on 

the throne. The trumpets are referred to in Koine Greek as (salpingos, salpinx); this was a 

straight, narrow bronze tube with a mouthpiece of bone and a bell; they do not resemble 

modern trumpets. The final three trumpets are sometimes called the "woe trumpets". is it 

trumpets or trump ET's? Remember last year and the event of Trump being sick from 

Covid, and how he had to pull away from his role, what are the odds of him being 

missing for 3 days and returning? Do you think that was a coincidence? there are no 

coincidences in life, just a series of planned happenstances that can change time, 

thinking, plans and usher in certain future events. It is back to the invoking ritual again. 

Trump moved the US Embassy to Jerusalem, which caused quite a political storm 

globally. He then took part in stealing more land, this time the Golan Heights from Syria, 

and they renamed it the Trump Heights in honor of Mr. Trump. Then they went further in 

honoring him, Donald Trump had a coin made in his name by Israel that bore the title of 

Cyrus the Great, look at the picture of Cyrus, does he look human? With Trump 

seemingly in the pocket of Israelis, were they mocking him or bowing to the new god? 

Was he the Trump card of distraction or the joker in the pack? WHOSE GOT MY BACK 

NOW 

 

Why is focus on the god Quirinus? what role does he play in the modern scene of the 

gods game? Because the entity known as Q it is said was based upon Quirinus, Q of 

Rome and Trump via the god Cyrus. Quirinus is also known as Janus, the double headed 

Roman god, which could be seen as two faced, or in more modern terms a double agent. 

Pretending to work with one group whilst working for another all along. Q is the 17th 
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letter which was focused heavily by the QAnons, what are the coincidences of the 

Vatican having a head bust with the number 17 on it, with the inscription of Q as Janus, 

or is it pronounced as ya noose? Q certainly roped in a noose many people, and has 

mysteriously disappeared to prepare for the new wait club of, the resurrection of Trump 

which sounds all so biblical to me. So, have the gods returned or our the elites playing 

movie scenes again like a loop? That is for you all to decide yourselves. A fairly 

compelling argument can be made that, certainly appears they are up to something of 

replaying time and timelines, as there is so many connections of and to lead figures to the 

past.  These gods of multiple names and timelines repeat his story in a grand loop, and 

much of what plays out on this planet is so far removed from reality, it is barely 

believable. The idea that wars on this planet, is a kind of simulation game of the gods 

would be discredited by most, but what if it is true? That the gods or factions are fighting 

over real estate, minerals and rights, and they use the people here to fight their wars for 

them? Using not soldiers, but soul diers. Well you know what, that is more true than most 

would like to entertain. That is why they call the war arena a theater, a theater these el-

ites create, yet never take part in. How much simpler would life be if the ones pushing 

wars, would be the only ones fighting in them, I guarantee wars would end overnight if 

that was the case. The whole el-ite and royals bandwagons is a bunch of weak and 

cowardly entities, using the life force energy of the people who worship or honor them, to 

suffer their fate, in what is essentially a mass ritual sacrifice. Was Cyrus the Trump card 

for this occult and cultic group, known today as Israelis? Was Trump and Putin or were 

they put in to play the game of the gods again? Only to be Trumped himself by Macron. 

Character playing god like roles in a game of lets take the piss out of the humans is what 

has and is playing out. They think they are all so clever and people won't get or notice 

what they are up to, but no more we won't. Shows like these and many others needs to 

highlight the clownery of these elite psychopaths, who think it is all a game, as they play 

power struggle games, where the losers are we the people always. Whenever there is a 

restructure of the planet, it always involves a moving of chairs game that only involves 

and benefits the elites. Like the Magna Carta, which means Great Charter or Cartel, the 

switch was from the monarchy reign to the noble reign, which is the Black Nobility. Like 

Empires they rise and fall and none have remained in power forever, it is all one big 

game they play on the top levels, we are considered pawns and expendable collateral 

within their game rules. The Great Reset now involves the same group of players, but is 

their reset a play on words also, and means the return of Set? In the game of Set, we must 

be a match, otherwise love zeros out in their court. The greatest achievement of the elites, 

royals and fake gods have done is to keep the people in the dark, both literally and 

figuratively. Playing one against the other in a massive divide and conquer game, getting 

the famous who are all actually level low puppets act just like them, in a game of self 

serving, greed, shallowness that creates envy, and harvests the energy of all those who 

follow them. The seducement of monetary or material gain to be like them is an all too 

powerful tool they use, and all too often that program works with admirable ease. Is 
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money, material goods and fake titles all that much worth selling out your soul for?  It is 

they who created the greed not need, they who created a society of non caring and non 

sharing, and they who created the comparative and competitive mindsets, but it is we who 

followed it to the letter. We followed their blueprint, just like sheep. The one thing 

amongst all of this is, the people are left to carry the burden and the scars of the wars that 

have played out, whilst the elites sit back and plot world domination for the few and the 

egotistic. Another thing is, the only Empire that has not risen to the fore is, an Empire of 

we the people. For us to stop this circular and looping reality is, for us all to come 

together and plot a better way for us all. People coming together and providing a viable 

alternative to the clowns system of control is a must going forward, and that is what the 

premise of The Peoples Club is all about. RIGHT NOW 
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